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Finishes

Soft 
Design by Cristian Cubiñá

Shade pressed glass pink or black

Structure iron matt nickel

Lamp included, not replaceable, not dimmable

5900/016 small pink glass

5905/016 big pink glass

5910/016 cristal pequeño negro small black glass

5915/016 cristal grande negro big black glass

LED Seoul 3W 2700K 372lm
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SOFT is a collection of high-design pendants that combines glasses of two colors 
and two sizes.
SOFT is a delicate and elegant collection, almost like a jewel endowed with shines 
and refl ections. We are fascinated by its sparkling effect and, even when it is off, 
it is highly decorative. Its spheroidal shade of transparent pressed glass, with soft 
reliefs, let the LED light pass through creating beautiful drawings around and on 
the fl oor. In addition, the structure with satin nickel fi nish combined with lower and 
upper cable glands made of brass gives it a very 'Mid-Century Style' appearance. 
SOFT is ideal for commercial premises, housing, restaurants, hotels and, in gene-
ral, any area that requires a colorful and decorative pendant that offers powerful 
lighting at the same time.
This collection consists of three models: individual pendant, pendant with linear 
ceiling plate of four lights, and pendant with circular ceiling plate of 5 lights. In each 
of them two transparent glass sizes (12cm or 156m in diameter) are combined, 
on choice between pink and black. The structures are always made of satin nickel 
iron. Each SOFT suspension includes a Seoul LED lamp of 3W, with a pleasant 
temperature of 2700K and a light output of 372lm. 
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SOFT is a collection of high-design pendants that combines glasses of two colors 
and two sizes.
SOFT is a delicate and elegant collection, almost like a jewel endowed with shines 
and refl ections. We are fascinated by its sparkling effect and, even when it is off, 
it is highly decorative. Its spheroidal shade of transparent pressed glass, with soft 
reliefs, let the LED light pass through creating beautiful drawings around and on 
the fl oor. In addition, the structure with satin nickel fi nish combined with lower and 
upper cable glands made of brass gives it a very 'Mid-Century Style' appearance. 
SOFT is ideal for commercial premises, housing, restaurants, hotels and, in gene-
ral, any area that requires a colorful and decorative pendant that offers powerful 
lighting at the same time.
This collection consists of three models: individual pendant, pendant with linear 
ceiling plate of four lights, and pendant with circular ceiling plate of 5 lights. In each 
of them two transparent glass sizes (12cm or 16cm in diameter) are combined, 
on choice between pink and black. The structures are always made of satin nickel 
iron. Each SOFT suspension includes a Seoul LED lamp of 3W, with a pleasant 
temperature of 2700K and a light output of 372lm. 

Soft 
Design by Cristian Cubiñá

Shade pressed glass pink or black

Structure iron matt nickel

Lamp included, not replaceable, not dimmable

5900/046 pink glass

5910/046 cristal negro black glass

LED Seoul 3W 2700K 372lm
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Finishes

SOFT is a collection of high-design pendants that combines glasses of two colors 
and two sizes.
SOFT is a delicate and elegant collection, almost like a jewel endowed with shines 
and refl ections. We are fascinated by its sparkling effect and, even when it is off, 
it is highly decorative. Its spheroidal shade of transparent pressed glass, with soft 
reliefs, let the LED light pass through creating beautiful drawings around and on 
the fl oor. In addition, the structure with satin nickel fi nish combined with lower and 
upper cable glands made of brass gives it a very 'Mid-Century Style' appearance. 
SOFT is ideal for commercial premises, housing, restaurants, hotels and, in gene-
ral, any area that requires a colorful and decorative pendant that offers powerful 
lighting at the same time.
This collection consists of three models: individual pendant, pendant with linear 
ceiling plate of four lights, and pendant with circular ceiling plate of 5 lights. In each 
of them two transparent glass sizes (12cm or 16cm in diameter) are combined, 
on choice between pink and black. The structures are always made of satin nickel 
iron. Each SOFT suspension includes a Seoul LED lamp of 3W, with a pleasant 
temperature of 2700K and a light output of 372lm. 

Soft 
Design by Cristian Cubiñá

Shade pressed glass pink or black

Structure iron matt nickel

Lamp included, not replaceable, not dimmable

5900/056 cristal rosado pink glass

5910/056  black glass

LED Seoul 3W 2700K 372lm
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